EasyClean Concept

EasyClean
Concept
Game-Changing the way you clean

Pension your cleaning buckets
and turn damage restoration
into a pleasure!
honestly – has there been anything new in
damage cleaning during recent years, which can make
your work more efficient? no - unfortunately it is still brushes,
cloth, buckets and plenty of chemistry that set the agenda.
now it is time for change!
do you want your damage restoration company to be a "first mover" introducing a new
method that is going to change the way damage restoration jobs are done?
do you want to win new customers and conquer new markets?
do you want to increase the safety of your employees and your customers?
do you want to save on your chemical and water consumption?
do you want cleaning results as never seen before?
do you want to be able to complete your cleaning job in less time?
do you want to protect your body and use less energy doing the same job?
do you want to increase the motivation of your staff?

?

do you want to improve your image with insurance companies and other clients?
do you want competitive advantages?
do you want to simplify your cleaning routines and make your working
procedures more efficient?
do you want to be better at carrying out any cleaning job that you will get?
do you want your cleaning jobs to become a real pleasure to perform?
then our easyclean concept is the right solution for you!

Game-Changing the way you clean
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What is EasyClean Concept?
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easyclean concept consists of three components which,
when used together, form a synergy that gives you many benefits.

concept component 1
Gregomatic vacuum washer
This unique cleaning technology is the focal point of the EasyClean Concept.
smart technology - simple to use with perfect results.
Cold tapwater is sprayed and swirled by the use of subpressure, binding and extracting the dirt out
of the pores – even the invisible nanoparticles. Thus any type of surface, no matter how irregular
and porous, is freed from dirt to a depth of 10 mm. A closed circuit with separated clean and soiled
water tanks ensures an easy and environmentally compliant disposal of the waste. Specifically
designed aggregates allow the application on a large variety of surface structures.
Thanks to its closed circuit, the vacuum-washing process prevents dust and germs from being
released into the ambient air and limits too high air moisture. The system permits the neutralisation
of soiled water and the separate disposal of toxic waste if required. No waste water runs down the
walls and ceilings, the surfaces are instantly dry. No mechanical, chemical, aqueous or vaporous
damages occur. Since Gregomatic does work with cold tapwater only and without any adjunction
of chemical products (except in connection with highly contaminated surfaces), it does not have
an adverse impact on the environment, hence enducing ecological behaviour which has become of
paramount importance in the cleaning business these days.

Grego 300 - Classic "The workhorse"

Schematic view of the Gregomatic function mode:

Each surface has deepenings and pores
in which soil gets settled.

Grego 35
The dirt is then bound and extracted out of the pores by
water-swirling during the vacuum-washing process.

After the vacuum-wash, the surface is freed from dirt and
clean, including invisible nanoparticles.
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concept component 2
specially formulated approved
Gregomatic chemicals (cleaners)
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Some jobs can be handled with clean water, but the really dirty jobs with
soot, faeces, vomit, urine, bacteria, viruses, mould, etc. require a little
help. We have developed and approved a number of chemical products that
support the concept. These modern and highly efficient chemicals dissolve
and clean virtually all types of pollution that you may encounter in your
everyday routines. The chemicals are an important part of the concept, as
we know they will help you achieve the best and cleanest results.
We naturally provide warranty on the machine, provided that you use the
approved Gregomatic chemicals. We have tested our products and know
our chemistry does not attack gaskets, O-rings, vacuum motor and other
vital parts of Gregomatic machine. You will also be glad to find that your
D
APPROVE
consumption of chemicals will be reduced considerably as the concept will
guaranteed not require the amount of chemicals you have used so far.
Furthermore, our pricing policy on chemistry is that we want to provide
Great Cleaners – Low Price
high quality at the lowest possible price. The low price and the reduced
consumption will certainly give you great savings.
We think that is only fair.

EasyClean
Chemicals

TIP TIP TIP
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Odour-free surfaces with the Gregomatic
vacuum-washing system
The combination of the special Gregomatic cleaning technology and our highly efficient cleaning
solutions means that odour molecules, which are
deeply embedded in the surface, will be dissolved
and washed out of pores and materials.
The result is a surface that is free of
contamination from soot, faeces, urine,
etc. and odour molecules. We recommend
adding a small amount of Vaportek Ecoz
odour neutralizing fluid in the clean water
tank. Ecoz helps eliminate the smell of
the treated surfaces and leaves rooms
fresh and inviting.
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concept component 3
special foam and pressure sprayers with
labels for clear product identity

Game-Changing the way you clean

The Gregomatic vacuum-washing system is ideal for washing walls, ceilings and floors. Our special
sprayers and cleaning fluids will optimize the cleaning process further. Our portable and fast foam
sprayers provide an excellent foam quality and high performance.
The dry foam will prevent dripping and splashing and ensure a long contact and reaction time with
a very low consumption of chemicals. With Foam King you save time, energy and chemicals. For
larger projects we recommend our large portable foam sprayers with a tank capacity of 19 liters or
38 liters.

FOAMKING

more about the
foam-King
on pages 99-100

In addition to the above advantages of foam application in connection with EasyClean Concept, our
quality pressure sprayers with special nozzles and long lasting product information labels give you
the following advantages.

Quality pressure sprayers with special nozzles and long lasting
product information labels make a big difference:
• excellent spray pattern through quality nozzles for optimum coverage.
• minimizes product loss.
• a good tool motivates damage control employees.
• precise identification of the content ensures proper use and excludes misuse.

!!

• one sprayer for each chemical product prevents potentially dangerous mixing of chemicals.
for example chlorine mixed with acids will evolve very toxic chlorine fumes.

• as a company you will be judged on your actions in the field. With a nac sprayer you show
the insured, insurance companies, etc. that you are in control of your product and your
procedures. this shows that you are professional and helps boosting your company's image
and reputation.
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All your beneﬁts using
the EasyClean Concept:
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enVironmental responsiBility

If your company has a general environmental policy, the EasyClean Concept will support this.
A minimum water and chemical consumption in itself will reduce the impact on the environment.
Furthermore, the EasyClean Concept will contribute with a cleaner working environment to the
benefit of your staff and your customers. You can show insurance companies etc. that your company
deliberately takes steps to reduce your CO2 foot print with your customers. Your behavioural change
leads to more success and improves your reputation and image.

safety at WorK

Many cleaning jobs in the damage restoration industry are associated with contact with harmful
substances such as soot, faeces, blood and other heavy organic/biological contamination. Currently,
there is a strong focus on cancer risk when fire men are exposed to toxic and carcinogenic soot on
their fire suits and other equipment. The same applies to damage restoration professionals. When
damage restoration personnel arrive at the site of a fire, the smoke is gone, but the air can still contain a large number of soot particles. Using the current manual cleaning methods: rags and buckets,
it is inevitable that damage restoration employees are exposed to toxic soot on clothing, skin and
through inhalation of particles.
Small and large personal property/home content contaminated with soot is handled and moved to
storehouses, where it is stored and soot particles are then manually cleaned off.
Therefore, damage restoration personnel is often exposed to harmful soot particles.
Using the Gregomatic vacuum-washing system will reduce contact with toxic soot
particles to an absolute minimum and the health risk is therefore reduced considerably. The same applies of course to jobs involving cleaning of areas infected with
virus, bacteria and fungi. We call this TOUCH FREE CLEANING.
TOUCH FREE
CLEANING

JoB satisfaction

EasyClean Concept is a game-changer in the damage restoration industry and will
certainly be popular among your employees. Less handling and wringing out of dirty and contaminated rags, no handling of buckets containing contaminated water, no manual wiping of walls, ceilings
and floors. No dirty water running down arms, walls and ceilings and contaminating the working
area. Less contact with chemicals. Considerably less body straining manual work and better working
posture, therefore more kind to the body. Cleaning with the Gregomatic vacuum-washing system
motivates your staff and the beautiful and clean surfaces make cleaning a real pleasure.

perfect cleaninG results - eVery time

The combination of the Gregomatic vacuum-washing system and our approved special chemicals
guarantees that every cleaning job involving the EasyClean Concept is executed to perfection.
Completely clean deep into the surface, free of harmful substances and odour particles and if the
surfaces must be painted after cleaning, the painter will be content with the clean surfaces.
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Gregomatic Vacuum-Washing System
- Versatility
- Many applications
- A multitalent

Game-Changing the way you clean

EasyClean Concept is not only used for fire and soot restoration jobs
and other damage restoration jobs.
The vacuum-washing system can be used successfully in
connection with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General building cleaning.
Final cleaning of new buildings.
Basic cleaning.
Cleaning of all types of floors especially tile and textured coatings.
Graffiti Cleaning.
Escalator Cleaning.
Unlimited applications.

Industries using the vacuum-washing system:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Damage restoration companies.
Machinery manufacturers, power plants, waste incineration, etc.
Food production.
Hotels and restaurants.
Cleaning companies.
Construction companies.
etc.

Economy

The vacuum-washing system will save you a lot of time and money
and give your company many new jobs. If you seize opportunities,
your investment will be insignificant compared to your future potential
earnings.

Competition and diversification

EasyClean Concept. Do you want to be a "first mover" and help to
change the things that give you and your company great competitive
advantages and everything that follows?
... Or would you rather be a "follower" and do as everyone else?
In times like these, it is all about standing out from your competitors,
daring to do things in a new way.
Seize the opportunity and make cleaning a success factor.
EasyClean Concept!

Game-Changing the way you clean
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